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the mpc studio is a really bad sample editor with no real midi interface, no patchbay, no sequencer and only three synth patches available. you can however get much better results if you use one of the better mpc software packages for editing samples. the main one i use is called mplive. this has a fairly decent midi interface (you can add as many
midi controllers as you like), a fine patchbay (you can get the computer software version of a midi keyboard for only $10, or add as many usb or adat midi controllers as you like), a large sample library (you can sample up to 128gb of data), a good sequencer and a good synth patch library. you can also use a midi keyboard with mplive which makes it
very versatile. i have had the x for over a year now and i have really gotten to know it and i have come to realise it is the sampler i have been looking for. its not an mpc1000 but its pretty close. i have a few questions for you. i currently use it with the mplive software and i am starting to find that this sampler does not work well with it. i am wondering
if there are any other alternatives or are there any settings i can change in the mplive software that will make it work better with my sampler? secondly are there any software or hardware fixes i can buy to try and make my sampler work with the software and if so where can i find them? i know you can buy the hardware sampler at the akai website

but i would like to know if there are any software fixes i can try before i waste my time buying the sampler. i would like to know if there are any sound problems that have been encountered by people using this software with this hardware and if so how you solved them?
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the current akai mpc studio is a simple and cheap sampler with absolutely no midi interface. the x is
designed for studios and live use so it has a a hardware midi out port which is pretty convenient. you

can also get the software version of the midi interface for free and connect it to the computer. the
midi data is basically just a computer connection so you can use any hardware or software midi

controller you want and it will work fine (although i do find that the adat midi controllers are much
better). the main problem with the mpc studio is it does not have an aux channel input which means

you cant route any other outbound audio from the sampler to other devices. there are two main
software packages for the mpc studio. the mplive software is available for free download and you can
get the hardware version of a midi keyboard for $10 but you can add as many midi controllers as you

like. i've had a look at your post and i've been able to get it to work. i think the issue was that you
were typing the serial number into the text field in the 'unlock form' where the serial number should
be highlighted. the text box for the serial number is a bit hidden so you have to hover over the serial
number to see it, and if you type the serial number into it then nothing happens. to solve the problem
just paste the serial number into the text field and press enter (without any spaces). hope that helps. i
have an mpc studio and can't figure out how to set the serial number. i have tried copying and pasting
the number from the first box, but the second box says no serial number found. i don't know if there is

a box for serial number, i have tried to paste the number that appears on the unlock screen but
nothing happens. 5ec8ef588b
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